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New decentralized token CRYPTON with
burning function
Min buy 0.01 BNB (200,000 Token)
Listing on Pancakeswap June 2022
Participate in a free airdrop and get 20,000 tokens for free

What is Crypton Network
Crypton Network is a new financial instrument that plans to launch
its own exchange, making the token in short supply

New decentralized token CRYPTON with burning function
The Crypton Network ecosystem with the launch of the airdrop is gathering an
army of fans to launch its own exchange in the future with the aim of accelerating
the internal burning of tokens.
Our goal is to make our token scarce. After the airdrop, the listing price of the
token will be set at $0.005, but after the launch of the exchange, we will
accelerate the internal burning of Crypton tokens, the price may rise to $5 or $10,
and we will be able to compete. And trade on other exchanges.
By participating in the free distribution, you will become the holders of a rare
token that can change your financial position in the future.

Roadmap
Crypton network token event map
This section reflects the roadmap of events for the Crypton Network token.We
have big plans for the development of the token. And creating your own NFT
projects that will affect the rise in prices.

August 2021
Launch of CRYPTON NETWORK token

August 2021
Website development for the CRYPTON NETWORK platform

August 2021
Creation of official pages on all possible storage networks.

August 2021
Launch of a large-scale Airdrop for the distribution of free tokens and pre-sale tokens

May 2022
We are auditing the Crypton Network smart contract. On the audit service Haze
Crypto.

May 2022
Launch Crypton BNB Miner (CBM)

June 2022
Listing 30% of CRYPTON NETWORK tokens on the pancakeswap exchange at the
price of 1 CRYPTON = 0.005$

June 2022
Launch of its own exchange of trading tokens to accelerate the internal combustion
of CRYPTON.

July 2022
Launch of NTF platform for creative people

August 2022
Drawing of NFT prizes between holders of CRYPTON NETWORK tokens

AIRDROP
Token Information

How claim airdrop
In this section, you will find out how you can get the message
about the distribution of the Crypton Network token

How to buy a token through Trust wallet

Simply visit trustwallet.com and download the application. The app is secure and widely
used in the de-fi market. (Remember to never share your seed phrase).

Load your wallet with $BNB
Purchase BEP20 BNB to fund your Trust Wallet or Meta Mask wallet.

Android: Open in Trust Wallet
Copy the airdrop page, go to the trust wallet in the browser section, paste the link
into the browser change the network to binance Smart Chan, pay the minimum
transaction fee, and get 20,000 free Crypton Network tokens.
Token name: CRYPTON NETWORK
Decimals: 18
Contrast: 0xc22a8295e4d6adb5578aa9fe04e288b9bc42ca3a
Listing price: 1 CRYPTON = 0.005 USD
Listing time: 06.12.2022

Questions and answers
In this section, you will find answers to the most common questions.
Technical support does not always have time to answer all questions, but you can read
the answers to the most common questions in this section.

Decentralized exchange
● How your exchange will affect the growth of the Crypton
Network token?
After the launch of our own exchange, we will actively add other tokens to circulation,
and in each transaction, our Crypton token will be used as a commission. In every
transaction, the token will be burned, making it scarce.

● If I have my own token project, how can I add my token to
your exchange?
After the launch of the exchange, a listing section will appear on the site, where
everyone can apply for a listing for free.

● How much interest the exchange takes for each token
transaction.

For each transaction, the token will be 0.01% of the transaction, additionally burning
the Crypton token instead of the commission.

Global issues
● When will the Crypton Network token appear on
exchanges?
Crypton Network token listing is scheduled for June 12, 2022 at 18:00, but may be
earlier if the token pre-sale ends. If there are changes, we will inform you about this
in the Telegram group and on our social networks.

● On which exchanges will the Crypton Network token be
listed?
The Crypton Network token will be listed on the Pancake swap exchange in the
future, if there is a listing on other exchanges, we will inform you about it on our
social networks.

● How much will the Crypton Network token cost after
listing?
The price of the Crypton Network token will be 0.005 USD for one Crypton token, but
this price will rise when the token starts burning for each transaction.

Questions related to NFT
● How the launch of the NTF Market will affect the growth of
the token.
The NFT Market is a platform where anyone can create their own NFT tokens and put
them up for auctions. This mechanism will help influence the price of the Crypton
Network token.

● Why can't I place my NTF tokens now?
Website is under construction. After the NFT Market platform is ready, we will
announce this in our Telegram channel and in other social networks.

● How NFT Market will affect the cost token price?
Crypton Network will be the main trading token in the NFT market. And all internal
transactions will occur only through our token. In each transaction, 2% of tokens will
be burned in a dead wallet, which will reduce the number of tokens and affect the
rise in the price of the token.

Social networks
● Why does Crypton Network only have a telegram channel
and no telegram group?
Experience shows that over time, a lot of inappropriate spam appears in the
Telegram group, and our team decided to create a Telegram channel where the main
news part will be published.

● How can I contact technical support if I have a marketing
proposal?
If you have a marketing proposal, you can write to us in Gmail and send all the data.
If we find it necessary, our manager will contact you by telegram. Here is our official
address support@crnet.click

CRYPTON NETWORK TERMS AND DISCLAIMER
Careful research and due diligence should be made when interacting with
projects or networks involved in token sales. The buyer or investor should
completely understand that his/her contribution may not result in a valuable or
usable token, and the value of such contributions is subject to partial or complete
loss of the investment.
Any possession of CRYPTON NETWORK does not grant the user any rights in
CRYPTON NETWORK the corporation or its afﬁliates, including but not limited to
any rights of ownership, interest, proﬁt, redemption, property or intellectual
property, decision-making, or any other such rights, such as ﬁnancial or legal
rights. CRYPTON NETWORK can be used for protocol and ecosystem governance
that has nothing to do with the company or its subsidiaries.
The CRYPTON NETWORK Protocol, which is a completely functional network,
uses CRYPTON NETWORK tokens as functional utility tokens. The CRYPTON
NETWORK tokens aren’t considered securities. Tokens purchased with BNB are
non-refundable. CRYPTON NETWORK tokens are not intended for speculation.
CRYPTON NETWORK makes no guarantees about future success or value,
including no guarantee of intrinsic value, no guarantee of continued payments,
and no guarantee that CRYPTON NETWORK will hold any specific value.
CRYPTON NETWORK tokens are not company shares and do not grant any rights
to the company. CRYPTON NETWORK tokens are sold as a functional good, and
all funds earned by the Company are available for spending without restriction.
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